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Italian Wedding Soup ‘ready meal’ instructions
When ready to use, bring 8 cups of water to a boil in the inner 7 L pot of the thermal cooker.
Carefully stir while adding 1 jar of dry Italian Wedding Soup mix. Stir until it comes back to a
boil. Boil 2 minutes. Place upper 2.5 L inner pot (containing another hot dish or boiling water)
onto the 7 L pot, cover with lid. Place both pots into the thermal unit, close lid. Leave in cooker
at least ½ hour, maximum 8 hours.
One jar will make enough soup for the bottom pot of both the 5.5 L and 7 L pots. To fill the 7
L pot use 2 quart jars of dried soup base and 16 cups of water.
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Italian Wedding Soup ‘ready meal’ instructions
When ready to use, bring 8 cups of water to a boil in the inner 7 L pot of the thermal cooker.
Carefully stir while adding 1 jar of dry Italian Wedding Soup mix. Stir until it comes back to a
boil. Boil 2 minutes. Place upper 2.5 L inner pot (containing another hot dish or boiling water)
onto the 7 L pot, cover with lid. Place both pots into the thermal unit, close lid. Leave in cooker
at least ½ hour, maximum 8 hours.
One jar will make enough soup for the bottom pot of both the 5.5 L and 7 L pots. To fill the 7
L pot use 2 quart jars of dried soup base and 16 cups of water.
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Italian Wedding Soup ‘ready meal’ instructions
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When ready to use, bring 8 cups of water to a boil in the inner 7 L pot of the thermal cooker.
Carefully stir while adding 1 jar of dry Italian Wedding Soup mix. Stir until it comes back to a
boil. Boil 2 minutes. Place upper 2.5 L inner pot (containing another hot dish or boiling water)
onto the 7 L pot, cover with lid. Place both pots into the thermal unit, close lid. Leave in cooker
at least ½ hour, maximum 8 hours.
One jar will make enough soup for the bottom pot of both the 5.5 L and 7 L pots. To fill the 7
L pot use 2 quart jars of dried soup base and 16 cups of water.
Recipe on page 38
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Taco Soup ‘ready meal’ instructions
Bring 8 cups of water to a boil in 7 L pot, add content of jar, bring back to a boil. Let boil for
2 minutes, place hot 2.5 L inner pot over boiling taco soup, cover with lid, place into thermal
unit. Leave in thermal unit for at least 30 minutes, maximum 8 hours. Taco Soup can be served
with a variety of toppings such as onions, cheese, corn chips and sour cream.
When making this ‘ready meal’ recipe with dry beans, put ½ cup dry pinto and ½ cup dry black
beans in a half pint jar or a bag for storage. Use a pint jar for remaining ingredients. When
ready to prepare, follow instructions on page 100 for soaking beans overnight. Rinse beans
before following directions as above, boiling for 10 minutes. Leave in cooker a minimum of
5 hours, maximum of 8 hours.
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Taco Soup ‘ready meal’ instructions
Bring 8 cups of water to a boil in 7 L pot, add content of jar, bring back to a boil. Let boil for
2 minutes, place hot 2.5 L inner pot over boiling taco soup, cover with lid, place into thermal
unit. Leave in thermal unit for at least 30 minutes, maximum 8 hours. Taco Soup can be served
with a variety of toppings such as onions, cheese, corn chips and sour cream.
When making this ‘ready meal’ recipe with dry beans, put ½ cup dry pinto and ½ cup dry black
beans in a half pint jar or a bag for storage. Use a pint jar for remaining ingredients. When
ready to prepare, follow instructions on page 100 for soaking beans overnight. Rinse beans
before following directions as above, boiling for 10 minutes. Leave in cooker a minimum of
5 hours, maximum of 8 hours.
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Taco Soup ‘ready meal’ instructions
Bring 8 cups of water to a boil in 7 L pot, add content of jar, bring back to a boil. Let boil for
2 minutes, place hot 2.5 L inner pot over boiling taco soup, cover with lid, place into thermal
unit. Leave in thermal unit for at least 30 minutes, maximum 8 hours. Taco Soup can be served
with a variety of toppings such as onions, cheese, corn chips and sour cream.
When making this ‘ready meal’ recipe with dry beans, put ½ cup dry pinto and ½ cup dry black
beans in a half pint jar or a bag for storage. Use a pint jar for remaining ingredients. When
ready to prepare, follow instructions on page 100 for soaking beans overnight. Rinse beans
before following directions as above, boiling for 10 minutes. Leave in cooker a minimum of
5 hours, maximum of 8 hours.

Recipe on page 41
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Chicken Soup ‘ready meal’ instructions
Bring 12 cups of water to a boil in the 7 L inner pot of the thermal cooker. Carefully
add Chicken soup mix. Bring back to a boil. Let it boil for two minutes. Space
pre-made dumpling balls on top of soup (they will sink). Boil one more minute. Cover
with lid and transfer to thermal unit, close lid. Leave for a minimum 2 hours,
maximum 8 hours. This recipe when using the dumplings, will fill the 7 L pot 75% full
and does not need the upper pot.
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Chicken Soup ‘ready meal’ instructions
Bring 12 cups of water to a boil in the 7 L inner pot of the thermal cooker. Carefully
add Chicken soup mix. Bring back to a boil. Let it boil for two minutes. Space
pre-made dumpling balls on top of soup (they will sink). Boil one more minute. Cover
with lid and transfer to thermal unit, close lid. Leave for a minimum 2 hours,
maximum 8 hours. This recipe when using the dumplings, will fill the 7 L pot 75% full
and does not need the upper pot.
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Chicken Soup ‘ready meal’ instructions
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Bring 12 cups of water to a boil in the 7 L inner pot of the thermal cooker. Carefully
add Chicken soup mix. Bring back to a boil. Let it boil for two minutes. Space
pre-made dumpling balls on top of soup (they will sink). Boil one more minute. Cover
with lid and transfer to thermal unit, close lid. Leave for a minimum 2 hours,
maximum 8 hours. This recipe when using the dumplings, will fill the 7 L pot 75% full
and does not need the upper pot.
Recipe on page 42
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Dumplings ‘ready meal’ instructions
Pour contents of pint jar into a bowl, add ¾ cup water or milk, stir. Texture should
be that of chocolate chip cookie dough. If it is too thick add a bit more water 1
Tbsp at a time until desired consistency. Make dumplings into 1½ ” balls, set aside.
To finish, follow instructions on Chicken soup recipe.

Dumplings ‘ready meal’ instructions
Pour contents of pint jar into a bowl, add ¾ cup water or milk, stir. Texture should
be that of chocolate chip cookie dough. If it is too thick add a bit more water 1
Tbsp at a time until desired consistency. Make dumplings into 1½ ” balls, set aside.
To finish, follow instructions on Chicken soup recipe.

Dumplings ‘ready meal’ instructions
Pour contents of pint jar into a bowl, add ¾ cup water or milk, stir. Texture should
be that of chocolate chip cookie dough. If it is too thick add a bit more water 1
Tbsp at a time until desired consistency. Make dumplings into 1½ ” balls, set aside.
To finish, follow instructions on Chicken soup recipe.

Dumplings ‘ready meal’ instructions
Pour contents of pint jar into a bowl, add ¾ cup water or milk, stir. Texture should
be that of chocolate chip cookie dough. If it is too thick add a bit more water 1
Tbsp at a time until desired consistency. Make dumplings into 1½ ” balls, set aside.
To finish, follow instructions on Chicken soup recipe.

Recipe on page 43
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Chowder ‘ready meal’ instructions
To prepare Basic chowder, bring 5 cups of water to a boil, reserving 1 cup. Mix reserved cup
of water with Basic chowder mix, add to boiling water. Bring back to boil and boil for 2
minutes, place hot filled 2.5 L inner pot (containing water or other item) over 7 L pot, cover
and place in the thermal unit for a minimum of 30 minutes, maximum 8 hours. Stir before

Chowder ‘ready meal’ instructions
To prepare Basic chowder, bring 5 cups of water to a boil, reserving 1 cup. Mix reserved cup
of water with Basic chowder mix, add to boiling water. Bring back to boil and boil for 2
minutes, place hot filled 2.5 L inner pot (containing water or other item) over 7 L pot, cover
and place in the thermal unit for a minimum of 30 minutes, maximum 8 hours. Stir before

Chowder ‘ready meal’ instructions
To prepare Basic chowder, bring 5 cups of water to a boil, reserving 1 cup. Mix reserved cup
of water with Basic chowder mix, add to boiling water. Bring back to boil and boil for 2
minutes, place hot filled 2.5 L inner pot (containing water or other item) over 7 L pot, cover
and place in the thermal unit for a minimum of 30 minutes, maximum 8 hours. Stir before

Chowder ‘ready meal’ instructions
To prepare Basic chowder, bring 5 cups of water to a boil, reserving 1 cup. Mix reserved cup
of water with Basic chowder mix, add to boiling water. Bring back to boil and boil for 2
minutes, place hot 2.5 L inner pot (containing water or other item) over 7 L pot, cover and
place in the thermal unit for a minimum of 30 minutes, maximum 8 hours. Stir before serving.
Recipe on page 45
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Chicken Chowder ‘ready meal’ instructions
For the Chicken chowder: In the 7 L pot, bring 12 cups water to a boil, reserving 1 cup. Mix
reserved cup of water with Basic chowder mix, add to boiling water. Add contents of quart
jar to pot. Bring back to a boil and let boil for 2 minutes. Cover and put into the thermal unit,
leave for a minimum of 30 minutes, maximum of 8 hours. Stir before serving.

Chicken Chowder ‘ready meal’ instructions
For the Chicken chowder: In the 7 L pot, bring 12 cups water to a boil, reserving 1 cup. Mix
reserved cup of water with Basic chowder mix, add to boiling water. Add contents of quart
jar to pot. Bring back to a boil and let boil for 2 minutes. Cover and put into the thermal unit,
leave for a minimum of 30 minutes, maximum of 8 hours. Stir before serving.

Chicken Chowder ‘ready meal’ instructions
For the Chicken chowder: In the 7 L pot, bring 12 cups water to a boil, reserving 1 cup. Mix
reserved cup of water with Basic chowder mix, add to boiling water. Add contents of quart
jar to pot. Bring back to a boil and let boil for 2 minutes. Cover and put into the thermal unit,
leave for a minimum of 30 minutes, maximum of 8 hours. Stir before serving.

Chicken Chowder ‘ready meal’ instructions
For the Chicken chowder: In the 7 L pot, bring 12 cups water to a boil, reserving 1 cup. Mix
reserved cup of water with Basic chowder mix, add to boiling water. Add contents of quart
jar to pot. Bring back to a boil and let boil for 2 minutes. Cover and put into the thermal unit,
leave for a minimum of 30 minutes, maximum of 8 hours. Stir before serving.

Recipe on page 45
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Black Bean Soup ‘ready meal’ instructions
Bring 9 cups of water to a boil in the 7 L pot. Add contents of jar and bring back to a boil. Boil for
two minutes. Place filled, hot 2.5 L inner pot over 7 L pot and cover with lid. Place into thermal
unit. Leave in the thermal unit for a minimum of 30 minutes, 8 hours maximum. When ready to
serve, remove bay leaves and blend with an immersion blender. Top with favorite toppings such
as sour cream, tortilla chips, grated cheese, and chopped cilantro. Use 7 cups water and make a
delicious bean dip.
If using regular dry beans, soak overnight, follow directions on page 100, drain, follow instructions
as above boiling for 10 minutes. Leave in thermal unit for a minimum of 6 hours, maximum 8 hours.
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Black Bean Soup ‘ready meal’ instructions
Bring 9 cups of water to a boil in the 7 L pot. Add contents of jar and bring back to a boil. Boil for
two minutes. Place filled, hot 2.5 L inner pot over 7 L pot and cover with lid. Place into thermal
unit. Leave in the thermal unit for a minimum of 30 minutes, 8 hours maximum. When ready to
serve, remove bay leaves and blend with an immersion blender. Top with favorite toppings such
as sour cream, tortilla chips, grated cheese, and chopped cilantro. Use 7 cups water and make a
delicious bean dip.
If using regular dry beans, soak overnight, follow directions on page 100, drain, follow instructions
as above boiling for 10 minutes. Leave in thermal unit for a minimum of 6 hours, maximum 8 hours.
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Black Bean Soup ‘ready meal’ instructions
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Bring 9 cups of water to a boil in the 7 L pot. Add contents of jar and bring back to a boil. Boil for
two minutes. Place filled, hot 2.5 L inner pot over 7 L pot and cover with lid. Place into thermal
unit. Leave in the thermal unit for a minimum of 30 minutes, 8 hours maximum. When ready to
serve, remove bay leaves and blend with an immersion blender. Top with favorite toppings such
as sour cream, tortilla chips, grated cheese, and chopped cilantro. Use 7 cups water and make a
delicious bean dip.
If using regular dry beans, soak overnight, follow directions on page 100, drain, follow instructions
as above boiling for 10 minutes. Leave in thermal unit for a minimum of 6 hours, maximum 8 hours.
Recipe on page 47
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Beef Stew ‘ready meal’ instructions
When ready to use, bring 8 cups of water to a boil in the inner 7 L pot of the thermal
cooker. Carefully stir while adding contents of jar. Stir until it comes back to a boil. Boil
2 minutes. Place upper filled 2.5 L inner pot onto the 7 L pot. Cover with lid, place both
pots into the thermal unit, close lid. Leave in unit for a minimum of 30 minutes, maximum
8 hours. This recipe will be thin more like a beef stew soup.
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Beef Stew ‘ready meal’ instructions
When ready to use, bring 8 cups of water to a boil in the inner 7 L pot of the thermal
cooker. Carefully stir while adding contents of jar. Stir until it comes back to a boil. Boil
2 minutes. Place upper filled 2.5 L inner pot onto the 7 L pot. Cover with lid, place both
pots into the thermal unit, close lid. Leave in unit for a minimum of 30 minutes, maximum
8 hours. This recipe will be thin more like a beef stew soup.
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Beef Stew ‘ready meal’ instructions
When ready to use, bring 8 cups of water to a boil in the inner 7 L pot of the thermal
cooker. Carefully stir while adding contents of jar. Stir until it comes back to a boil. Boil
2 minutes. Place upper filled 2.5 L inner pot onto the 7 L pot. Cover with lid, place both
pots into the thermal unit, close lid. Leave in unit for a minimum of 30 minutes, maximum
8 hours. This recipe will be thin more like a beef stew soup.

Recipe on page 49
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Chili ‘ready meal’ instructions
Soak beans from jar overnight in water and salt, see page 100. When ready to
make chili, rinse beans, add 8 cups water and bring to a boil. Boil for 10 minutes.
Add content of second jar and bring back to a boil, boil for 2 minutes longer.
Cover with lid and place into the thermal unit. Leave in the unit for a minimum
of 5 hours, maximum 8 hours.
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Chili ‘ready meal’ instructions
Soak beans from jar overnight in water and salt, see page 100. When ready to
make chili, rinse beans, add 8 cups water and bring to a boil. Boil for 10 minutes.
Add content of second jar and bring back to a boil, boil for 2 minutes longer.
Cover with lid and place into the thermal unit. Leave in the unit for a minimum
of 5 hours, maximum 8 hours.
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Chili ‘ready meal’ instructions
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Soak beans from jar overnight in water and salt, see page 100. When ready to
make chili, rinse beans, add 8 cups water and bring to a boil. Boil for 10 minutes.
Add content of second jar and bring back to a boil, boil for 2 minutes longer.
Cover with lid and place into the thermal unit. Leave in the unit for a minimum
of 5 hours, maximum 8 hours.

Recipe on page. 50
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Chicken Chili ‘ready meal’ instructions
Bring 8 cups of water to boil in the 7 L pot. Carefully add contents of both jars to
boiling water, bring back to a boil. Boil for 2 minutes, cover with lid and place into
the thermal unit. Leave in the unit for a minimum of 30 minutes, maximum 8 hours.
If using dry beans, refer to the instructions on page 50 for the regular chili.
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Chicken Chili ‘ready meal’ instructions
Bring 8 cups of water to boil in the 7 L pot. Carefully add contents of both jars to
boiling water, bring back to a boil. Boil for 2 minutes, cover with lid and place into
the thermal unit. Leave in the unit for a minimum of 30 minutes, maximum 8 hours.
If using dry beans, refer to the instructions on page 50 for the regular chili.
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Chicken Chili ‘ready meal’ instructions
Bring 8 cups of water to boil in the 7 L pot. Carefully add contents of both jars to
boiling water, bring back to a boil. Boil for 2 minutes, cover with lid and place into
the thermal unit. Leave in the unit for a minimum of 30 minutes, maximum 8 hours.
If using dry beans, refer to the instructions on page 50 for the regular chili.

Recipe on page 53
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Chicken & Broccoli Casserole ‘ready meal’ instructions
Bring 5 cups of water to a boil in the 7 L pot. Add contents of quart jar. Bring back
to a boil. Let boil for 2 minutes. Put filled, hot 2.5 L inner pot over 7 L. Cover and
place into thermal unit. Leave for 45 minutes minimum, 8 hours maximum.
When dinner is scheduled within 4 or 5 hours there is no need to use the 2.5 L
inner pot for efficiency. Use the pot if you would like to cook another dish.
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Chicken & Broccoli Casserole ‘ready meal’ instructions
Bring 5 cups of water to a boil in the 7 L pot. Add contents of quart jar. Bring back
to a boil. Let boil for 2 minutes. Put filled, hot 2.5 L inner pot over 7 L. Cover and
place into thermal unit. Leave for 45 minutes minimum, 8 hours maximum.
When dinner is scheduled within 4 or 5 hours there is no need to use the 2.5 L
inner pot for efficiency. Use the pot if you would like to cook another dish.
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Chicken & Broccoli Casserole ‘ready meal’ instructions
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Bring 5 cups of water to a boil in the 7 L pot. Add contents of quart jar. Bring back
to a boil. Let boil for 2 minutes. Put filled, hot 2.5 L inner pot over 7 L. Cover and
place into thermal unit. Leave for 45 minutes minimum, 8 hours maximum.
When dinner is scheduled within 4 or 5 hours there is no need to use the 2.5 L
inner pot for efficiency. Use the pot if you would like to cook another dish.
Recipe on page 54
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Ham & Potato Casserole ‘ready meal’ instructions
To prepare, bring 4½ cups of water to boil in the 2.5 L inner pot, add contents
of jar for dry ham and potato casserole. Bring back to a boil for 2 minutes,
place over prepared and boiling 7 L pot. Cover with the lid, place in thermal
cooking unit. Leave in the thermal cooker for a minimum of 45 minutes,
maximum 8 hours.
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Ham & Potato Casserole ‘ready meal’ instructions
To prepare, bring 4½ cups of water to boil in the 2.5 L inner pot, add contents
of jar for dry ham and potato casserole. Bring back to a boil for 2 minutes,
place over prepared and boiling 7 L pot. Cover with the lid, place in thermal
cooking unit. Leave in the thermal cooker for a minimum of 45 minutes,
maximum 8 hours.
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Ham & Potato Casserole ‘ready meal’ instructions
To prepare, bring 4½ cups of water to boil in the 2.5 L inner pot, add contents
of jar for dry ham and potato casserole. Bring back to a boil for 2 minutes,
place over prepared and boiling 7 L pot. Cover with the lid, place in thermal
cooking unit. Leave in the thermal cooker for a minimum of 45 minutes,
maximum 8 hours.

Recipe on page 57
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